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Abstract—Evaluating the reliability of Internet routing is
important for an ISP to assess existing peer relationships or
establish new peer relationships. Existing algorithms for network
reliability computations take all routing paths as inputs. However,
these paths may not be actually available for routing because of
the constraints of routing policies in the Internet. In this paper,
we propose an algebraic approach that effectively reduces the
number of candidate routing paths according to the given routing
policy. We further improve the accuracy of the routing reliability
result by subtracting the miscounted value of routing paths due
to overlooking routing policy constraints.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The computation of routing reliability plays an important
role in Internet routing, where a high degree of reliabilityis
crucial. Extensive efforts have been placed in the development
of mathematical models and efficient computation techniques
for network reliability of general graph structures [1], [13].
However, few studies were done to specifically address the
reliability of Internet routing. The Internet is connectedby
policy-based routing protocols, e.g., Border Gateway Protocol
(BGP) [14], between different autonomous systems (ASes),
but such routing protocols are generally prone to policy
conflicts [5], [4] which incur serious reliability problems. We
argue that understanding the routing reliability is important
for an ISP to assess existing peer relationships and establish
new peer relationships. Thus, we advocate that it is essential
to develop a fundamental understanding of routing reliability
in the Internet, especially in the presence of routing policy
conflicts.

In traditional network reliability computation algorithms,
all edges1 are used for reliability computations. However, it
is not straightforward to directly apply such algorithms for
Internet routing, which is policy-based. Not all edges imply
network connectivity, as the underlying routing policies may
not include some of the edges in routing computations. To
illustrate, Figure 1 shows the complications of the problem.
For example, routing path{1} cannot be used to compute the
reliability between verticesa and c because vertexc sets the
preference of vertexa (i.e., the routing path{1}) to 02 and
will not adopt it as a candidate routing path. In addition, we

1In this paper, “edge“ and “link“, “path“ and “edge set“ are used inter-
changeably.

2In reality, a routing path is disabled by filtering in policy-based routing.
For simplicity, we assume that the paths are disabled by setting the local
preferenceto 0.

need to aggregate reliability computations if upstream nodes
have multiple routing paths to destinations. For instance,in
Figure 1, vertexb has two routing paths to vertexa. Vertex c
needs to use the aggregated reliability values between vertex
b and vertexa to compute its own reliability since vertex
c will not know all routing paths in vertexb at the same
time because of the routing policies. Moreover, vertexc and
vertexd simultaneously set a higher preference to each other,
and they cannot form valid routing paths when they adopt
routes that traverse each other and then the reliabilities from
these vertices to vertexa at this stage should be equal to0.
Such complications make reliability computations become a
challenging problem. There are very few studies which address
policy-based routing and study the theoretical reliability of
Internet routing.
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Fig. 1. An example topology that uses policy-based routing. Each value
refers to the routing preference. A higher value means higherpreference, and
a zero value means the path is not chosen.

In this paper, we propose an algebraic approach to identi-
fying available routing paths and then computing the network
reliability with respect to the routing policies. We call the
network reliability considering routing policies to be the
routing reliability. We adopt the concept of routing algebra
to identify all available edges for routing reliability com-
putations. Our algebraic approach is to show how multiple
routes can be propagated and how the algebraic approach
can be extended to accurately compute routing reliability.The
approach effectively reduces the computation complexity by
filtering out the routing paths that are not included in the
routing policies, and aggregating the routing paths that are
not simultaneously available. We extend the routing algebra by
introducing a new parameter, CAUSE, in route signatures in
routing algebra to identify the set of conflicting routing paths.
Thus, we accurately compute routing reliability by subtracting



the miscounted value of conflicting routing path set, so as to
improve the accuracy of the result.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we briefly review the basic network reliability computation
model. We propose an algebraic approach to identify available
routing paths and accurately compute routing reliability in
Section III. Section IV and V present the related work and
conclude the paper, respectively.

II. N ETWORK RELIABILITY COMPUTATION

Network reliability can be computed using a system relia-
bility model of a coherent system[1], [12]. In this system,
let xi be a binary variable that indicates the state ofi-th
component (e.g., node, link) in the system, and letφ be the
binary variable that indicates the state of the network based
on the states of components. Ifxi = 1 (φ = 1), then it means
the i-th component (the system) is functioning; otherwise,
xi = 0 (φ = 0). We can obtainφ by calculatingφ(x), where
x=(x1. . .xn) is the vector of the states of all components,n is
the number of components in the network, and functionφ(x)
is called thestructure function. To compute network reliability,
we should generate the minimal path vectors or the minimal
cut vectors of the network, defined as follows.

Definition 1: (Path Vector) A path vector is a vectorx
such thatφ(x) =1.

Definition 2: (Cut Vector) A cut vector is a vectorx such
that φ(x) =0.

Given two vectorsy and x, y < x means∀i, yi ≤ xi

(i=1,. . .,n), and∃j, yj < xj (1 ≤ j ≤ n).
Definition 3: (Minimal Path Vector ) A path vectorx is a

minimal path vector ifφ(y) = 0, ∀ y < x whereφ(x) = 1.
The path setC1={i|xi=1}, which we call aminimal path set,

constitutes a minimal path set of elements whose functioning
ensures network connectivity. We denote thej-th minimal
path set asPj , where j=1,. . .,m and m is the number of
minimal path sets ofφ.

Definition 4: (Minimal Cut Vector ) A path vectorx is a
minimal cut vector ifφ(y) = 1, ∀ y > x whereφ(x) = 0.

The path setC0={i|xi=0}, which we call aminimal cut set,
constitutes a minimal cut set of elements whose failures will
disconnect the network. We denote thej-th minimal cut set
asKj , wherej=1,. . .,m andm is the number of minimal cut
sets ofφ.

Suppose that for stateXi of the i-th components,

P [Xi = 1] = pi = EXi for i = 1 . . . n, (1)

whereEX denotes the expected value of the random variable
X, andpi is the probability that componenti functions, i.e.,
the reliability of i. The reliability of the system is thus given
by:

P [φ(X) = 1] = h = Eφ(X). (2)

The system reliabilityh is a function of component reliability,
such that

h = h(p), (3)

wherep=(p1, ..., pn) present the vector of component relia-
bilities andh(p) is referred to as thereliability function of
structureφ. Thus, the reliability functions of a series structure
φ(x) =

∏n

i=1
xi or a parallel φ(x) =

∐n

i=1
xi can be

respectively computed as follows:

h(p) =

n
∏

i=1

pi, and (4)

h(p) =

n
∐

i=1

pi = 1−
n
∏

i=1

(1− pi). (5)

The network reliability can be computed by expanding the
above system function state3 represented by either minimal
path or cut sets into thexi’s multinomial expressions, using
the idempotency ofxi (i.e.,x2

i =xi), and taking the expectation
as follows:

h(p) = E

m
∐

j=1

∏

i∈Pj

Xi. (6)

h(p) = E

m
∏

j=1

∐

i∈Kj

Xi. (7)

In a network, a vertex may have different routing paths with
different preferences to a destination [14]. Sum of Disjoint
Products (SDP) [13] can be extended to address the issue
of reliability calculations under multiple paths with different
preferences. In this paper, for simplicity but without lossof
generality, we only introduce the basic reliability model to
compute the routing reliability.

III. I DENTIFYING ROUTES FORROUTING RELIABILITY

COMPUTATIONS

By modeling a network as a directed graph, we can
calculate the network reliability based on the graph struc-
ture. From the point of view of Internet routing reliability,
however, we can not directly apply the network reliability
theory since policy routing in the Internet does not allow
all edges in the graph to provide network connectivity. In
this paper, we adapt the basic routing algebra defined by
Sobrinho [16] to identifying all available edges for routing
reliability computation. We point out that although Sobrinho
defines a basic routing algebra, a complete policy routing
algebra withlocal preferenceis not defined. Here, we describe
the Internet topology withlocal preferenceas an algebra4.
Generally, a policy routing algebra consists of an ordered 6-
tuple

(L, Σ, W , f , �, ⊕)

which comprises:

• a set oflabels L;
• a set ofsignatures Σ;

3In network(/routing) reliability, system function state in this paper means
the function state of connectivity between different nodes.

4Flavel et al. extended Sobrinho’s to an iBGP algebra [4]. We do not discuss
the iBGP issue in this paper since we focus on routing reliability computations
between different ISPs/ASes.



• a set ofweights W ;
• a functionf that maps signatures into weights;
• a total order� on W ; and
• a binary operation⊕ that maps pairs of a label and a

signature into a signature, i.e.,⊕: L × Σ → Σ.

A basic routing algebra comprises a set of labels, a set of
signatures, and a set of weights. Each network link has a label
and each network path has a signature. In the algebra, the set
of labelsL contains all feasible edge labels for a topology.
Labels are simply all edges, e.g., they are the set of links
in the topology,L = {l}. The set of signaturesΣ describes
all feasible routes. On the other hand, in policy routing, ifΣ
only represents a set of edges, i.e.,Σ ⊆ 2L, a route has a
signature solely based on the number of edge labels to reach
the destination. That is,Σ = L

+, whereL+ indicates a non-
empty ordered edge set. The lower the weight of a signature
the more preferred signature is.

Sobrinbo showed that convergence of a policy routing
protocol is guaranteed if the algebra is strictly monotone [16].
An algebra for routing is strictly monotone if for alll ∈ L
andσ ∈ Σ − ∅, f(σ) ≺ f(l ⊕ σ) where≺ indicates a strict
preference of the former signature over the later one, which
means preference of a routing path strictly decreases when it
is propagated.

A. Basic Reliability Computation

In policy routing, each edge has aLocal Preference(PREF)
to indicate ASes’ preference for its multiple edges. Thus,L is
defined as the lexical cross product of all edge sets and their
PREF values. For simplicity, we assume that edge reliability
is indicated in the edge set. That is,

L = Z
+ × {l}
↑ ↑

PREF edge

We can extend the set of signatures which defined as the
cross product of all edge sets of routing path and their PREF
attributes.

Σ = Z
+ × L

+

↑ ↑
PREF edge set

In policy routing, vertices propagate their chosen routes
to neighbors. In the policy routing algebra, this process is
undertaken by the⊕ operator. The⊕ operator takes a signature
and an edge label as inputs, and returns a signature. In general,
in policy routing, an AS(/router)’s selected signature is an
ordered set of edge labels with PREF which is not transitive
in the algebra. This signature together with an edge label is
combined to create a new signature that represents a new set
of edge labels with PREF. The sum of the existing signature
and the edge label can be expressed asσ = (PREF,L+) ⊆
Σ, and then the new signature isσ′=(PREF’, l)⊕σ=(PREF’,
l)⊕(PREF,L+)=(PREF’,L+ ∪ l).

Figure 2 shows a partial topology extracted from a backbone
network with generated routing policies enforced. The link

reliability shown in Figure 2 is normalized from the failure
number of different links in November 2008 [8]. Now let
us consider calculating the signatures between vertexc and
vertex a in Figure 2. Vertexc has signatures to vertexa: σb

c

= (300, {2}) ⊕ σb = (300, {2}) ⊕ (300, {1}) = (300, {2,
1}), andσd

c = (300, {2}) ⊕ σd = (300, {4}) ⊕ (1200,{3})
⊕ (300,{1}) = (300,{4}) ⊕ (1200,{3, 1}) = (300,{4,3,1}).
Note that if vertices have multiple signatures to destinations
and these signatures may not visible to downstream vertices
simultaneously, we should aggregate reliability computations
of these signatures in these vertices. For example, vertexc has
two multiple signatures and then vertexe should aggregate
the signatures in vertexc as (300,{5,c→a}). That is, to
compute routing reliability ofe→a, vertex e does not need
to use two signatures available in vertexc, i.e., (300,{4,3,1})
and (300,{2,1}), but directly uses the reliability ofc→a. The
computed signatures in each vertex are shown in Table I
whereσ1 andσ2 indicate the computed signatures according
to signatures from two different neighboring vertices.
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Fig. 2. A partial topology extracted from a backbone networkwith
generated routing policies. Note that the routing policiesenforced are used to
demonstrate the effectiveness of routing reliability computations.

Σ σ1 σ2

b→a (300,{1}) ∅
c→a (300,{4,3,1}) (300,{2,1})
d→a (1200,{3,1}) (500,{4,2,1})
e→a (600,{7,6,c→a}) (300,{5,c→a})
f→a (600,{7,5,c→a}) (300,{6,c→a})

TABLE I
THE COMPUTEDΣ FOR EVERY VERTEX INFIGURE 2

A vertex in routing always has multiple signatures it can se-
lect, and the selection process is to identify what it determines
is the best signature. Route signatures always contain multiple
attributes, and route selection is based on the predefined
criteria. We use the functionf to convert a set of signatures
to a set of weightsW that are comparable using the operator
�. The preference of weights istransitive. For instance, ifa
is preferred tob and b is preferred toc, a must be preferred
to c. Then, the functionf simply returns the weight of the
signature. The functionf compares PREF and the number
of labels such that signatures are preferred with the maximal
PREF value prior to the number of labels to the destination,



Routing reliability computation in vertex x
Step 1: Obtain signatureσj for its neighboring vertexj

connecting with edgelj and computeσj
x=lj⊕σj ;

Step 2: Extract the set of the edge set{L} from eachσx,
σx∈Σx, if f(σx) 6= (∞,∞) and assign each edge
set in{L} to the path setsP (P1,P2, . . ., Pm);

Step 3: Compute the routing reliability with Equation (6)
according to each edge reliability.

Fig. 3. Basic routing reliability computation algorithm

i.e.,

f(σ) =

{

(1/PREF, n), if σ = (PREF,L+),
(∞,∞), if σ = ∅,

(8)

wheren = number(L+) which indicates the number of edges
in the non-empty edge set. We compare weights of different
signatures lexicographically. That is, we first prefer a routing
path with the highest PREF value, and if equal, prefer the
routing path with the shortest routing path.

The routing reliability can be computed by expanding the
system function state of edge sets,h(p), in Σ. Let us follow the
example shown in Figure 2. Note that routing policies in the
topology are conflicting and some edges permitted by policies
cannot be used to calculate routing reliability. Here, we only il-
lustrate the basic procedure of routing reliability computation.
We will present an accurate computation procedure to address
the policy conflict issue in Section III-B. Figure 3 shows the
process to compute routing reliability withminimal path sets.

Let us follow example shown in Figure 2 to illustrate
how to compute route reliability. For simplicity, we only
compute the routing reliability of the connectivity to ver-
tex a. For example, for the paths from vertexc to vertex
a, according to routing policies specified in Figure 2, we
can directly obtain two edges,L={lb, ld} where lb=(300,
2) and ld=(300, 4). As we assume that routes are prop-
agated in the network, all available routing paths can be
calculated by⊕, we can obtain the signaturesΣc={σb

c,σd
c}

whereσb
c=lb⊕σb=(300, 2)⊕(300,{1})=(300,{2,1}) andσd

c =
ld⊕σd=(300,4)⊕(1200,{3,1})=(300,{4,3,1}) (σy

x indicates the
signature in vertexx is learned from nodey). The signatures
of complete paths to vertexa are shown in Table I. According
the definition of functionf , we can obtainf (σ1)<f (σ2) which
means that routing paths specified inσ1 are preferred over that
in σ2 (f indicates the preference of every signature and will
be used in Section III-B to address the policy conflict issue).

According to the signatures illustrated in Table I, we can
obtain the minimal path setsand then compute the rout-
ing reliability according to Equation (6). For instance, we
can calculate minimal path sets from vertexc to vertex a
according toΣc. Paths are specified byL in signatures,
i.e.,P1={4,3,1} andP2={2,1}, and then we can obtainh(p) =
E
∐m

j=1

∏

i∈Pj
Xi=0.9441 according to Equation (6). More-

over, as shown in Table I, the reliabilities ofe→a and f→a
rely on that ofc→a, and we use the reliability ofc→a to
compute them. Thus, we aggregate reliability computations
during computing reliabilities ofe→a and f→a. Table II

shows the routing reliability of the connectivity to vertexa
in the network. For simplicity, in this paper, we compute the
reliability from all vertices to vertexa. The overall routing
reliability of the connectivity to vertexa is 0.9239, which
is better than the average link reliability, 0.9014. Actually, if
we compute the routing reliability by expanding the system
function state represented by theminimal cut sets, we will
achieve the same results as shown in Table II by arranging all
edge labels inΣ to theminimal cut sets.

Paths basic link difference
b→a 0.8700 0.9014 -3.48%
c→a 0.9441 0.9014 +4.73%
d→a 0.8526 0.9014 -5.41%
e→a 0.9775 0.9014 +8.44%
f→a 0.9754 0.9014 +8.20%

TABLE II
THE RELIABILITY OF THE CONNECTIVITY TO VERTEX a.

The basic reliability results shown in Table II are the upper
bounds of routing reliabilities. We may not obtain these values
and the values may not be accurate in presence of policy
conflicts since the basic routing reliability algorithm shown
in Figure 3 does not consider policy conflicts in routing and
some values are miscounted. Actually, we cannot fully utilize
all edge sets seen by each vertex to compute routing reliability
if there exist routing policy conflicts. In Section III-B, wewill
address this issue and obtain the accurate routing reliability
by identifying policy conflicts in the routing algebra.

B. Accurate Routing Reliability

We have provided an algebraic approach to compute
the routing reliability. However, the routing algebra is not
monotone and the policy routing protocol does not con-
verge [16]. The routing reliability is still not perfect since
some routing paths still cannot be used while the routing
policies allow these paths. For example, as shown in Fig-
ure 2, initially vertexe and vertexf just choose signatures
(300,{5,c→a}) and (300,{6,c→a}). After it, vertexe changes
its chosen signature to (600,{7,5,c→a}) becausef(l ⊕ φ)=
f(600, {7, 5, c → a})≺f(φ)=f(300, {5, c → a}). Vertex f
has a similar behavior. Vertexe will learn (600,{7,5,c→a})
from vertexf and its signature will revert to (300,{5,c→a})
since choosing the received signature{7,5,c→a} will cause
a path loop. Similarly, the chosen signature of vertexf will
revert to initial state. The signatures from vertexe and vertex
f to vertexa are keeping changing and cause routing loops.
Thus, the connectivity from these vertices (and downstream
vertices) to vertexa have sever reliability problem. As shown
in Figure 2, the reliabilities of the connectivity from vertex
e and vertexf to vertexa should be0, i.e., φ(x)=0, because
they do not have valid paths to the destinationa. Therefore, we
should consider these cases during reliability computations.

To address this issue, we introduce to the route signature a
new parameter called CAUSE that denotes the cause of routing
changes to the vertex that triggers routing changes in Internet



routing. The parameter CAUSE will specify a linkl’(x,y) in
a signature in vertexy indicating the signature in vertexy
is from vertexx via edgel’. The parameter will be set in
vertices only whenf(σ)<f(σ′) andn(σ)>n(σ′) (σ,σ′∈Σ and
n(σ) means the edge number inσ) wheref(σ′)<f(σ∗) for
∀σ∗∈Σ-σ-σ′, which indicates that the potential existence of
routing policy conflicts [5]. In most cases, CAUSE equals
to ∅. For example, in Figure 2, CAUSE in the signatures
of vertices a, b, and c is ∅, and verticese and f will
generate CAUSE7(f ,e) and 7(e,f ), respectively. In vertices
e and f , f(σx)=1/600<f(σ′

x) and n(σx)=4>n(σ′

x) where
f(σ′

x)<f(σ∗

x)=(∞,∞), ∀σ∗

x∈Σx-σx-σ′

x (x=e,f ). Here, we
call conflicting signatures existing in verticese and f . The
generated CAUSE values will be attached to the signatures
along the traversed edges. The edge labels remain unchanged,
but the set of signatures becomes as follows.

Σ = L
+ × Z

+ × L
+

↑ ↑ ↑
CAUSE PREF edge set

For accurate routing reliability computation, we should
substrate the reliability values of the set of conflicting routing
paths from the entire reliabilities. It is easy for verticesto
detect conflicting paths by checking if their signatures include
edges specified by CAUSE. If the lowest weight signature,σ,
(i.e.,f(σ)<f(σ∗) if σ∈Σ and∀σ∗∈Σ-σ), contains non-empty
CAUSE, it means the weight of signature is not monotonically
increase with the increase in the number of edges in signature
and the chosen signature will be changed between these two
lowest weight signatures,σ andσ′, (i.e., f(σ)<f(σ′) where
f(σ′)<f(σ∗) for ∀σ∗∈Σ-σ-σ′). The reliability value should
be equal to 0 at this stage but is miscounted in the basic
reliability computation (see Section III-A). Thus, we should
substrate this miscounted value from the overall reliability.
The miscounted value is equal to the product of the reliability
of each edge in the union of the edge sets specified in
two lowest weight signatures, i.e.,σ and σ′, in each vertex
where CAUSE∈σ. Note that CAUSE∈σ means that the edge
specified by CAUSE is included in the edge set ofσ. We
can revise Equation (6) to accurately calculate the reliability
accord tominimal path.

h(p) =

{

E
∐m

j=1

∏

i∈Pj
Xi − E

∏

k∈F Yk, if F 6= ∅,

E
∐m

j=1

∏

i∈Pj
Xi, otherwise,

(9)
whereF=

⊗m

i=1
Pi indicates a set of edges,Pi(1 ≤ i ≤ m),

which unions the edge set specified in two lowest weight
signatures, if CAUSE in the lowest weight signature is not
empty and the edge set in the signature contains the edge
specified by CAUSE;Yk indicates k-th component inF . Note
that Equation (9) only considers the case that there only exists
single policy conflict between two lowest weight signatures,
which has received much attention [5], [7], [3], [10], [15],
[2]. We can easily extend the equation to compute routing
reliability under complicated policy conflict cases, e.g.,a
network failure breaks one policy conflict but raises another

Accurate routing reliability computation in vertex x
Step 1: Obtain signatureσj for its neighboring vertexj

connecting with edgelj and computeσx=lj⊕σj ;
Step 2: Extract the set of the edge set{L} from eachσx,

σx∈Σx, if f(σ) 6= (∞,∞) and assign each edge
set in{L} to the path setsP (P1,P2, . . ., Pm);

Step 3: ComputeE
∐m

j=1

∏
i∈Pj

Xi according to each
edge reliability;

Step 4: Extract{L, L′} from σx andσ′

x and assign toF
if CAUSE∈σx andf(σx)<f(σ′

x)<(∞,∞)
wheref(σ′

x)<f(σ∗

x) for ∀σ∗

x∈Σx-σx-σ′

x;
Step 5: ComputeE

∏
k∈F

Yk and obtain the final routing
reliability with Equation (9).

Fig. 4. Accurate routing reliability computation algorithm

conflict. Figure 4 shows the process to accurately compute
routing reliability with minimal path sets.

Let us follow the example shown in Figure 2. Ver-
tex e and vertex f prefer the signatures from each
other, i.e., (600,{7,6,c→a}) and (600,{7,5,c→a}). However,
(600,{7,6,c→a}) and (600,{7,5,c→a}) are conflicting, and
the generated CAUSE is7(f ,e) and 7(e,f ) in vertex e and
vertex f , respectively. Here, we still compute the routing
reliability using theminimal path sets. For vertexe, the sig-
nature (600,{7,6,c→a}) contains the edge7(f ,e) specified by
CAUSE, andF is equal to the union of edge sets in two lowest
weight signatures, (600,{7,6,c→a}) and (300,{5,c→a}), i.e.,
F={7,6,c→a,5,c→a}. Let us compute the product of the
expectation of edges inF : E

∏

j∈F Yj=0.7863. The mini-
mal path sets from vertexe to vertex a is P1={7,6,c→a}
and P2={5,c→a}. Then, we obtain the routing reliability
from vertex e to vertex a: h(p) = E

∐m

j=1

∏

i∈Pj
Xi-

E
∏

j∈F Yj=0.9774-0.7863=0.1651. Similarly, we can obtain
the routing reliability off→a, and the result is 0.1890. The
reliabilities are much lower than that achieved in Section III.
The overall routing reliability of the connectivity to vertex a
is 0.6094. Compared to the basic routing reliability computed
in Section III-A, the accurate routing reliability is reduced by
33.29%. The detailed results are shown in Table III.

Paths accurate basic difference
b→a 0.8700 0.8700 0%
c→a 0.9441 0.9441 0%
d→a 0.8526 0.8526 0%
e→a 0.1911 0.9014 -80.44%
f→a 0.1890 0.9014 -80.62%

TABLE III
THE ACCURATE RELIABILITY OF THE CONNECTIVITY TO VERTEXa.

Similarly, we can rewrite Equation (7) and calculate the
routing reliability with theminimal cut setsto obtain the same
results of routing reliability.

h(p) =

{

E
∏m

j=1

∐

i∈Kj
Xi − E

∏

j∈F Yj , if F 6= ∅,

E
∏m

j=1

∐

i∈Kj
Xi, otherwise,

(10)



whereF=
⊗m

i=1
Pi indicates a set of edges,Pi(1 ≤ i ≤ m),

which unions the edge set specified in two lowest weight
signatures, if CAUSE in the lowest weight signature is not
empty and the edge set in the signature contains the edge
specified by CAUSE;Yk indicates k-th component inF . Here,
we do not repeat the reliability computations.

According to the accurate routing reliability results shown
in Table III, we can observe that the basic and accurate routing
reliability values will be equal if there does not exist any policy
conflicts between themselves. For example, with two different
route reliability computation algorithms, the reliabilities of the
connectivity from verticesb, c, andd to vertexa are equal (see
Table III). However, If a policy conflict exists, the accurate
values are much worse than the basic values, e.g., in vertices
e and f , though they have multiple parallel connections to
vertexa. In next section, we will solve policy conflicts between
different vertices by modifying the weight function in the
algebra, and then we can fully utilize connections seen by
each vertex to improve the routing reliability.

IV. RELATED WORK

Network reliability can be calculated as a system reliability
of a coherent system [1]. The theory is used to calculate the
basic network reliability without considering routing policies
enforced in networks. Sum of disjoint products (SDP) ap-
proaches are proposed to reduce computation costs and the
storage space [13], [11]. SDP converts the sum of products
into the sum of disjoint products which has a one-to-one
correspondence with the reliability expression [11]. Different
SDP algorithms are summarized and compared in [13]. Our
routing reliability approach is orthogonal to these algorithms.
We can leverage these SDP algorithms to reduce computation
complexity.

Various algebras are proposed to prove properties of routing,
such as stability, safety, and robustness. Sobrinho proposed
a basic policy routing algebra to explore design principles
towards the creation of safe policy routing [16]. Griffin and
Sobrinho developed a unified algebraic framework to identify
fundamental properties a vector or link-state routing proto-
col ensuring correct behaviors [6]. Flavel et al. extended
Sobrinho’s to an iBGP algebra [4] and proposed some new
attribute to the basic routing algebra so as to ensure strict
monotonicity of iBGP algebra. Recently, Leet al. proposed
a new set of connecting primitives to the algebra to ensure
safety of routing across multiple routing instances [9]. Inthe
paper, we propose an eBGP algebra to model Internet routing
and ensure strict monotonicity of the algebra for safe routing
reliability computations.

Routing instability caused by conflicting routing policies
is well studied in literature by analyzing abstract models of
BGP [5], [7], [3], [10], [4], [15], [2]. Several proposals were
presented to solve this issue. Griffinet al. suggested a BGP
extension calledsimple path vector protocol (SPVP)[5], which
detects cycles in route selections by carrying route selection
history within each routing update. Different from SPVP, Ee

et al. [2] detect different routing policy conflict cases through
the use of history tables. Routes received from neighbors and
the sequence numbers of the incoming routes are stored, so
that routing policy conflicts can be detected by comparing the
sequence numbers. Our algebraic framework points out a new
approach to address conflicting routing policies by identifying
loopy route selections.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose an algebraic approach for routing
reliability computations in Internet routing. We identifyall
available routing paths and leverage the traditional algorithms
of network reliability to compute routing reliability. We im-
prove the accuracy of routing reliability by extending the
routing algebra to identify the set of conflicting routing paths
and substrating the miscounted values of routing reliability. In
future work, we will revise the routing algebra to ensure strict
monotonicity of the algebra such that we can fully utilize all
available signatures to improve the routing reliability.
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